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Have you used MarcEdit Before?
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What is one thing about 
marcedit you want to learn 

about today?

Who are you?



Today’s Topics

We are going to see the basics of MarcEdit, a tool created and maintained by 
Terry Reese. This includes:

● Brief introduction to MarcEdit
● Understanding settings, preferences, and main level menu
● Working in the MarcEditor and and using its features to manipulate 

MARC data
● Working with tasks lists to create Tasks
● Understanding integrations and regular expressions

By the end of this, I hope that you will come away with:
● Understand how to download MarcEdit and where to find help
● How to update your preferences in Settings
● Use the basic top level features of the Main Menu
● Use the MarcEditor to manipulate and profile MARC records and 

metadata
● Learn about more advanced features
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What is MarcEdit?

MarcEdit is a free suite of tools created 
and maintained by Terry Reese. These 
tools are meant to be used with library 
data, in particular MARC data. As we 
know, library data comes in different 
formats and has varying levels of quality. 
MarcEdit allows you to make edits to one 
or more records, automate common 
practices, convert data, or enhance 
records. 4



Features & downloads

List of all MarcEdit’s features
Download instructions for PC and MAC
Sign up for the MarcEdit listserv
Consult the MarcEdit knowledge base
Check out video tutorials

This presentation uses MarcEdit version 7 
for PC (single user installation)
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https://marcedit.reeset.net/features
https://marcedit.reeset.net/downloads
http://listserv.gmu.edu/cgi-bin/wa?A0=marcedit-l
https://marcedit.reeset.net/archives/category/knowledge_base
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLrHRsJ91nVFScJLS91SWR5awtFfpewMWg
https://marcedit.reeset.net/software/marcedit75/MarcEdit_7_5_User_Install.exe


The setup wizard

When you download and open 
MarcEdit for the first time, you will be 
prompted to go through the Setup 
Wizard. Don’t skip this step as it could 
cause issues later on.

Fill in the MARC format, for the US 
this will be MARC21. 

The default record encoding will be 
usually UTF8. If you work with 
primarily MARC8 encoded records, 
don’t worry. You can always update this 
in your preferences.

You can leave the default for XML 
processing engine.
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Main Menu & Features
When you open MarcEdit, you 
reach the main level menu or the 
main window. One thing about 
MarcEdit is that often there is 
more than one place to get to a 
feature. Notice that here 
MARCJoin is in my shortcuts. 
You can also access that feature 
by going to Tools and then 
MARC Processing tools.

Plugins are added features. This 
presentation doesn’t cover this. 
More information can be found 
on Terry Reese’s page on plugins.
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https://marcedit.reeset.net/managing-plugins-in-marcedit


Marcedit preferences: Main window 
settings

To access your preferences, you can click on the gearbox or go to Tools/Preferences 
(Ctrl+Shift+P)

In the main window settings, you can:

Select Up to 4 items default programs that display on the main window

Select your default character encoding for the MarcEditor

Set up integrations to an ILS or OCLC

Set a default font and size for your records in the MarcEditor
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How do you change your 
default encoding?

9

If you have a file with another 
character encoding, do you need to 

update the default encoding and 
then change it back?
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Main window features

From the main window, you can access:

MarcEdit Tools

MarcEditor

MARC Processing Tools ( Joining or Splitting Marc files for instance)

Character Conversion Tools

Cuttering Tools

OAI-PMH Tools

Export

Generate Reports (field count, count by material type)

Verify URLs

Regular Expression Store

OCLC API Operations
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Main window: MarcEdit tools
From the main window, you can select:

● MarcBreaker: This "breaks" the MARC binary file into a readable format that can 
be edited in the MarcEditor.

● MarcMaker: This takes the readable format MARC data file and creates the 
MARC binary file.

● MARC21 to MARC21XML: This converts a MARC21 file to MARC21XML.
● MARC21XML to MARC21: This converts a MARC21XML file to a MARC21 binary 

file.
● MARC to JSON: This converts a MARC21 file to a JSON file.
● JSON to MARC: This converts a JSON file to a MARC21 file.
● JSON to XML: This converts a JSON file to XML.
● XML to JSON: This converts an XML file to JSON. Options include changing the 

default character encoding only for the tool that you select, translating the MARC 
data to MARC-8 or UTF8. To change the default character encoding, you will need 
to go to Settings. 12



1.
Using the marceditor

Breaking MARC (mrc) to work 
with MARC (mrk)
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In order to work with MARC 
data, MarcEdit “breaks” the 

MARC binary file into a readable 
version. It takes a mrc and creates 

a mrk version of that file. The 
records in that binary file are 
“paged” meaning that a set 

number of records will appear per 
page in the MarcEditor.
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How do you “break” a marc binary 
file to work with it in the 

marceditor?
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Profiling
MarcEdit Features that help to Profile MARC data
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Understanding your data 
before changing it

✣ MARC Reports
⨳ Field Count
⨳ Material Type Count
⨳ Custom

✣ MARC Validation
⨳ Validate by rules
⨳ Validate by record structure
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Can your marc file have a valid 
record structure and not follow 

the rules?
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A MARC record is composed of three elements: the record structure, the content designation, 
and the data content of the record. The MARC Validator can check the record structure or the 
content designation here referred to as rules. Record structure consists of having the minimum 
number of fields in a MARC record and respecting the format of how to construct fields, subfields, 
fixed fields, or the leader. For more information on record structure go to 
https://www.loc.gov/marc/specifications/specrecstruc.html. The content designation or rules are 
outlined in a file that is downloaded when you install MarcEdit. For more information, you can go to 
https://github.com/cmharlow/ShareFest15MetadataQA/blob/master/examples/MARCEdit/MARCvali
dation.md. 

https://www.loc.gov/marc/specifications/specrecstruc.html
https://github.com/cmharlow/ShareFest15MetadataQA/blob/master/examples/MARCEdit/MARCvalidation.md
https://github.com/cmharlow/ShareFest15MetadataQA/blob/master/examples/MARCEdit/MARCvalidation.md


Marc validator
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Manipulating
Most Common MARC Manipulation Feautres in the MarcEditor
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Basic manipulation Features

✣ MARC Fields: Add, Delete, Copy, 
Build, Find/Replace

✣ MARC Subfields: Add, Delete, 
Find/Replace

✣ MARC Indicators: Change, 
Find/Replace

✣ Special Undo
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How do you delete all 900 and any 
variations in your marc file?
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More manipulation Features

✣ Build a Field
✣ RDA Helper
✣ Edit Shortcuts

⨳ Change case
⨳ Field Edits

■ Find missing or duplicate MARC fields
■ Find missing words in a MARC field

✣ Sort By
✣ Select Records for Edit
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Can you add a gmd into your 
records?
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Tasks
Automating common practices
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What is a task?

So far we’ve been looking at individual 
tasks. We’ve changed fields, removed 
fields, etc. These tasks can be added to 
a list and run. The tasks in the list are 
run in sequential order. 

A list of tasks is called a Task. You can 
create and manage tasks.
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Working with tasks
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Create a new task

✣ Go to Tools and Manage Tasks
✣ In Task Actions, Select New Task
✣ Enter a name for your Task

⨳ The only way to rename a task is through 
the Task Actions

✣ Once you click save, you are brought 
to the Edit Task List Editor
⨳ Add a description
⨳ Add tasks using the icons to add, delete, 

copy, edit 33



Task List Editor
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integrations
35



Integrations with ILS and 
OCLC

MarcEdit can talk to other systems 
such as your ILS or OCLC. Current 
supported ILS are Koha and Alma. 
OCLC integration can occur via 
Z39.50 or the OCLC Search and 
Metadata API. 
For the OCLC API, you will need to 
request an API key from OCLC.
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Where to find help

✣ How to set up MarcEdit OCLC 
Integration

✣ Getting started with OCLC’s Z39.50 
server

✣ Getting started with MarcEdit Alma 
Integration
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https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/How_do_I_set_up_Marc_Edit_OCLC_Integration?sl=en
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/WorldShare_Collection_Manager/Troubleshooting/How_do_I_set_up_Marc_Edit_OCLC_Integration?sl=en
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Z3950_Cataloging/Get_started/Configuration_guide_for_OCLC_Z39.50_Cataloging
https://help.oclc.org/Metadata_Services/Z3950_Cataloging/Get_started/Configuration_guide_for_OCLC_Z39.50_Cataloging
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/MarcEdit_integration_with_Alma_via_API
https://knowledge.exlibrisgroup.com/Alma/Knowledge_Articles/MarcEdit_integration_with_Alma_via_API


OCLC Z39.50 Setup

38

✣ Username/Password: Your 
OCLC credentials used to 
log into Connexion client 
or browser

✣ Advanced Properties allow 
you to set search 
parameters for authors, 
titles, subjects, isbn/issns.

✣ Options allow to set the 
character encoding, to 
retrieve unicode, and  how 
many records are retrieved 
per page.



Regular 
expressions
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What are regular expressions?

Regular expressions are a sequence of characters 
that define a specific pattern in text or a string of 
characters. These patterns are used often to find 
an replace text.

For example, an email is a sequence of characters 
with a pattern, namely characters preceding and 
following the @ symbol. Another example are 
U.S. phone numbers which have 3 digits, hyphen, 
3 digits, hyphen, 4 digits.
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More Resources

✣ LinkedIn Learning (formerly Lynda.com)
✣ Library Carpentry: Introduction to 

Working with Data (Regular Expressions)
✣ University of Illinois Libraries MarcEdit 

LibGuide
✣ University of Illinois Libraries PDF Guide 

by Patrick Harrington
✣ RegexOne: Learn Regular Expressions
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https://librarycarpentry.org/lc-data-intro/01-regular-expressions/
https://librarycarpentry.org/lc-data-intro/01-regular-expressions/
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/c.php?g=463460&p=3167871
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/c.php?g=463460&p=3167871
https://guides.library.illinois.edu/ld.php?content_id=19968701
https://regexone.com/


Thanks!

Any questions?
jeustis@umass.edu
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